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Not all work in computational biology revolves around analyzing sequences.          
Sequences, although very important, are in a sense just the ground floor for             
understanding complex biological systems. They represent a kind of “database” of           
solutions that evolution has crafted over millennia. What makes biological systems so            
fascinating to study is seeing how these sequences help construct the networks that             
underlie the traits that we see in biology. The growing area of biology that studies such                
networks, particularly within cells, has come to be known as “systems biology”.  
 
Systems biology is a huge field, and ranges from the experimental study of the              
interactions of proteins, messenger RNA, DNA, through to the mathematical modeling           
and simulation of the interaction networks. In this chapter, we’ll be rolling up our              
sleeves and working on some some real biological datasets, using skills such as parsing              
data files, data structures, and regular expressions that we’ve developed in previous            
chapters . 
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Python has an excellent set of tried and tested tools that can help you navigate the                
huge and growing resource of network datasets in systems biology. So for starters,             
let’s imagine that you are interested in tackling just one kind of network: genes and the                
network of transcription factors that regulate how these genes are turned on or off in               
yeast cells. Yeast are interesting organisms to study for many different reasons: they             
have short generation times, ideal for experimental evolution; and although they           
mostly live as single-cells, they are also eukaryotes, so many genes are conserved             
between yeast and humans. But one big advantage that yeast have in the context of               
systems biology is that there are very comprehensive experimentally-validated         
databases of interactions between their cellular components. The number of          
interactions between all these components can be huge, with many connecting edges            
overlapping, which has led many to dub this kind of data the “network hairball”. 
 
There are many different databases we could explore. Let’s start by looking at just one:               
YEASTRACT, which stands for Yeast Search for Transcriptional Regulators And          
Consensus Tracking. It’s a manually curated site (meaning that real human beings            
look at the entries and make periodic corrections), and you can do a lot of interactive                
visualizations from the site. For example, you can view all the genes that a particular               
transcription factor regulates. However, at some point you’ll want to start off on your              
own quantitative explorations of the network, beyond what the programmers of the            
website could imagine. 
 
The first thing to do is to look around for “flat files”. These are plain text files in                  
formats like CSV (comma-separated values) or TSV (tab-separated values). 
 

 

Gordon’s tip: 
 
A good rule of thumb when choosing web resources         
to base any analyses on is whether or not they          
provide you with unadorned or “flat files”. Flat        
files will liberate you from the clutches of the web          
developer and will allow you to unleash the full         
power of Python. If not, it might be time to back           
away from the site, slowly.  

 
 

 
 
A quick look at the YEASTRACT site quickly reveals the download page at:             
http://www.yeastract.com/download.php. If you download the flat file       
RegulationTwoColumnTable_Documented_2013927.tsv.gz and unzip it using an      
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archiving program such as gunzip, you will find it contains two columns in the              
following format: 
 
ABF1;ABF1 
ABF1;ACS1 
ABF1;ADE5,7 
ABF1;ADH1 
ABF1;ALD3 
ABF1;AMS1 
ABF1;ARN2 
ABF1;ARO3 
ABF1;ARP5 
ABF1;BAP3 
ABF1;BNA2 
... 
 
The first column contains a transcription factor, and the second column contains the             
name of the gene that is regulated by that transcription factor. Visually the underlying              
transcriptional factor network could be reconstructed to look something like Figure 1: 
 

 
 
So, how do we represent this kind of network in Python? Never fear, the trusty Python                
dictionary comes to your aid. In this case we can use each transcription factor (which               
will refer to as a “TF”) as a dictionary key, and have the value be the set of genes which                    
that particular TF regulates. Hmm, what’s a set? It’s true we haven’t encountered             
Python sets yet, but they they turn out to be perfect for this kind of problem. 
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Setting the table 
 
A set, as you might recall from distantly remembered introductory maths1 classes,            
contains only unique members. In the context of the data structures for transcription             
networks, this means for each transcription factor, we only need to record that             
particular gene once.  

 
So, let’s create an empty set of genes: 
 
genes = set() 
 
So that was easy!  Let’s start adding genes to our set: 
 
genes.add(“ABF1”) 
genes.add(“ACS1”) 
print genes 
set(['ABF1', 'ACS1']) 
 
Great, so we now have a set of genes. Sets, however, really come into their own                
because they will refuse to add duplicates. This is really handy, because instead of              
having to check whether a set contains an element (as we would with a list), we can                 
just keep adding genes, and the set will magically ensure that there is only one entry.                
To continue with the example: 
 
genes.add("ABF1") 
print genes 
set(['ABF1', 'ACS1']) 
 
So note that there is still only one copy of the ABF1gene! Pretty cool, eh? This turns out                   
to come into its own when adding large numbers of genes to your dataset, because               
sometimes, (and this will come as shocking fact to biologists), there may be errors or               
duplicates in your input data!  I know, I know, wonders will never cease.  
 
So now you’ve automatically guarded against one of the problems that often bedevil             
budding computational biologists, the presence of missing or duplicate data! 
 

 
1 Alex notes: As Australian I still maintain that it’s “maths”, not “math”, because we study mathematics not                  
mathematic.  So there. 
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Purchase the full chapter at 
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